Bancography will exhibit at these upcoming conferences:

• ABA Bank Marketing Conference,

September 16 - 19, Baltimore, Booth 406
Bancography will also host a Power Breakfast on
“How to Control Your Bank’s Attrition” on
Tuesday, September 19 at 7 am.

• BAI Retail Delivery Conference & Expo,
November 13 - 15, Las Vegas, Booth 2440

Steven Reider will co-chair the “From Site Selection to
Grand Opening: Tools You Can Use for Your New Bank’s
Success” session at the American Bankers Association’s
Bank Marketing Conference September 18 in Baltimore.

www.bancography.com
Steven Reider wrote the “New Branch Benchmarks” article
that appeared in the September issue of Credit Union
Management magazine.
Jamie Lamb Eads has recently joined Bancography as
Senior Project Manager. Jamie brings over fifteen years of
banking experience to her role at Bancography. Most recently
she served as Corporate Planning Analyst with Trustmark
Bank in Jackson, Mississippi. Her prior experience includes
branch capital management at AmSouth Bank and project
and sales management at SouthTrust Bank.
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The Latest Demographics: Facts and Findings
In an issue of Bancology several years ago, we presented
a series of maps illustrating some current demographic
trends. The article was one of our most popular, so
we’ve reprised the theme with findings from our most
recent demographic update. The maps and tables that
follow discuss some of the major findings from our 2007
demographic update. Also, visit our web site at

www.bancography.com/bancology.html for more
demographic maps and tables.
The maps in this article read like a newspaper weather
map, with red indicating higher values, graduating down
the color spectrum to blue indicating lower values.
Among the major nationwide trends:
Although Florida, Arizona,
and Nevada remain hotbeds
of household growth, strong
growth is also projected
for the Pacific Northwest,
Colorado, and Utah.
There is also significant
growth in suburban counties
of metropolitan areas with
strong economies, including
Atlanta, Dallas, Nashville,
Minneapolis, Chicago, and
Washington. The fastest
growing large counties
(defined as those with at
least 50,000 households)
include suburban counties
outside of Phoenix,
Washington DC, Atlanta,
Charlotte, Denver,
and Orlando.
continued on page 2

New Product: Bancography Profitability Monitor
In a period of declining interest margins, slower deposit
growth, and increased competition, it is now critical
for financial institutions of all sizes to understand the
profitability of both their products and their customers.
In support of these needs, Bancography is pleased to
introduce the Bancography Profitability Monitor, a
reporting tool that measures product and household
profitability and produces attractive, easy to read graphs
and reports.

Profitability Monitor helps you manage product pricing,
build cross-sell and retention strategies, and understand
which customers and products are contributing the
majority on your institution’s income…and which are
costing you money.
Profitability Monitor uses files from your MCIF or
directly from your core processing system, and from
either source produces better, clearer reports.
continued on page 2

The Latest Demographics: Facts and Findings
Over 83% of American households now live
in metropolitan areas, and another 10% live in
micropolitan markets anchored by small cities. Only
7% of households live in rural counties.
Three hundred and forty counties, over 10% of all US
counties, now have minority-majority populations. In
these counties, minorities constitute over 50% of all
residents. The highest minority concentrations are
found in Hispanic-dominant areas of Texas and New
Mexico, Native American areas in the Dakotas, and
Aleut areas in Alaska.

continued from page 1

Rank / County

MSA

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Denver, CO
New York, NY
Washington, DC
Washington, DC
Los Alamos, NM
New York, NY
New York, NY
Washington, DC
Baltimore, MD
Indianapolis, IN

Douglas, CO
Hunterdon, NJ
Loudoun, VA
Fairfax, VA
Los Alamos, NM
Morris, NJ
Somerset, NJ
Falls Church, VA
Howard, MD
Hamilton, IN

Median Household
Income

95,358
93,981
93,034
91,851
91,421
90,417
90,411
87,847
86,370
85,209

Among large counties, the twelve top ranking counties
in terms of median age (head of household) are all in
Florida. But the list of older counties also includes
some areas that are not retiree havens. Stable, aging
populations define numerous rural counties in the
midwest, in states such as Michigan, North Dakota,
South Dakota, and Nebraska. Pennsylvania and
Virginia also show broad corridors of older residents.
The list of youngest large counties includes mostly
college and military communities. But the list also
includes some rapidly growing suburban counties
on the outskirts of Dallas, Atlanta, Washington DC,
Minneapolis, and Austin.
The most affluent areas include numerous suburban
communities in the New York, Washington DC, and
San Francisco – San Jose metros. But the list of
highest median income levels also includes suburbs
from the second tier of major metros, such as
Indianapolis, Columbus (Ohio), and Salt Lake City;
and the single most affluent county is Douglas County
outside of Denver, Colorado. Hidden among the
major metros, Los Alamos, NM, home to Los Alamos
National Laboratory, shows the fifth highest median
income of any county in the nation.

Rank / County

MSA

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Punta Gorda, FL
Homosassa Springs, FL
Tampa, FL
Sarasota, FL
Vero Beach, FL
Port St. Lucie, FL
Orlando, FL
Ocala, FL
Tampa, FL
Naples, FL

Charlotte, FL
Citrus, FL
Hernando, FL
Sarasota, FL
Indian River, FL
Martin, FL
Lake, FL
Marion, FL
Pasco, FL
Collier, FL

New Product: Bancography Profitability Monitor
Bancography Profitability Monitor provides:
• Rankings of all products and services by total and
average profit contribution.
• Household profitability reports by cross-sell ratio,
lead product, and profit decile.
• A complete income statement for each product,
including margin, fees, transaction costs, and
origination and servicing costs.
• Lists of top households for retention initiatives.
• All reports in the clean, uncluttered, presentation
quality report format that defines all of
Bancography’s products.

Median Age, Head of
Household

62.6
61.3
60.8
59.8
58.5
58.0
57.0
56.9
56.4
56.4

continued from page 1

You can use Profitability Monitor as either a desktop
tool where you can run reports anytime needed, or
Bancography can run the reports for you on a onetime basis.
A license for Profitability Monitor costs $2,200.
Bancography-created Profitability Monitor reports cost
$1,800 per set of reports.
For more information, to view sample reports and to
download a demonstration of Profitability Monitor, visit
www.bancography.com/profitability_monitor.html or call
(205) 252-6671.

Myth: Resolving Problems Builds Loyalty
False! False!! False!!! Nothing erodes loyalty more
than experiencing a perceived problem or error in the
financial and health care industries. Our money and
health are very important to us; so, when our banker or
physician makes even a small, careless mistake, our trust
in him has been shattered and we doubt his capabilities.
It is this uncertainty that drives us to consider relocating
our relationship.
Bancography mined the 10,000 retail telephone
interviews collected this year from its Service,
Satisfaction & Loyalty tracking clients to illustrate how
experience of problems undermines satisfaction and
loyalty. Although all of Bancography’s customer or
member satisfaction studies were custom-built based on
client needs, three major measures emerged from the
underlying data.

•

The Brand Index represents a section of questions
evaluating the customer or member’s satisfaction
and loyalty of the brand. Bancography’s 2007
retail average of the Brand Index is 69%.

•

The Branch Index corresponds to the attributes
measuring branch level service quality.
Bancography’s 2007 retail average for the Branch
Index is 81%

•

Problem Occurrence reflects the percentage that
experienced a perceived problem or error.
On average, 13% of Bancography’s retail
respondents reported experiencing a problem.
77% Branch Index; 54% versus 52% Brand Index).
Those responding affirmatively were asked whether
Both of these categories were significantly lower than
this issue was:
the client averages (Branch Index 81%; Brand Index
69%), dispelling the myth that remedying a problem will
• Resolved to their satisfaction
produce a more loyal customer. Note that the Branch
• NOT yet resolved or
Index actually rose with Resolution in progress.
• Resolution in progress.
Perception of the brand was affected much more severely
The graph at top right illustrates these findings.
than the perception of the branch when a problem
The first column shows Bancography’s client averages.
occurred. In other words, respondents more often blamed
The next column to the right, Experienced a problem,
the institution – not the teller. The reason for this is that
depicts the scores of the 13% that experienced an issue.
in most cases, the branch staff will usually address the
For instance, perception of the brand plummeted from
issue, and this human contact will reassure the customer.
69% for all 10,000 interviewed to 47% for those who
However, the customer will still become agitated about
experienced a problem or error.
the issue occurrence and blame the institution; thus, the
The graph also displays the index scores cross-tabbed by reason for the negative brand perception.
whether the problem or error was resolved. Issues that
This Bancography-mined data validates that satisfaction
were NOT resolved to the satisfaction of the customer
and loyalty decrease when problems or errors occur,
gravely affected responses. The difference between
regardless of how well those problems are addressed.
issues that were satisfactorily Resolved and those where
However, the data also shows that resolving or attempting
Resolution was in progress varied slightly (72% versus
to resolve any issue is better than no resolution at all.
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